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Building a sustainable business requires a
collective, coordinated effort across all levels
of the organisation, from leaders to individual
employees. Our sustainability governance
structure sets out accountabilities and
responsibilities for SATS to deliver on our
sustainability priorities.
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We are committed to engaging staff on
sustainability across all levels of the
organisation. Our Board has oversight of our
sustainability strategy and performance, in
addition to the adequacy and effectiveness
of the Group’s internal control and risk
management system. While the Board makes
certain that sustainability goals are integrated
into all programmes and business imperatives,
executive management at SATS provides
stewardship and ensures that our business
and strategy are aligned with our sustainability
goals. They are supported by a Sustainability
Council that was set up this year, comprising
sustainability champions from the business
units and staff representatives across 10 key
departments as well as representatives from
our overseas subsidiaries.
The Sustainability Council evaluates the
effectiveness of our sustainability programmes
together with key performance metrics
each month, shares best practices between
Singapore and our overseas operations, and
governs the proceeds from the sale of our
Renewable Energy Certificates by channelling
them towards meaningful sustainability
initiatives. The Chief Strategy and Sustainability
Officer (CSO) chairs the Sustainability Council.
For more details about our Board of Directors,
risk management and corporate culture, please
refer to our full corporate governance report as
laid out in SATS Annual Report 2021-22.
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